
Module 22

Welcome to the
Extraordinary 

Soul
Mystery 
School



Module  22

The Sky Teachings – 
Part 1



Items needed 
for this module: 

• 5 stones laid out 
in a wheel

• Shield & Bundle



Connect,

Call in Sacred 
Space



Open to Receive



So as we look back over our time together, we began by 

looking at who you are at Soul level in your Akashic record 

reading. This gave us a snapshot of your Soul when we 

started. Then we anchored in the basic teachings of this 

planet. These have been anchored within you through 

ceremony. They are now a part of your consciousness now. 

When you visit a new place whether it is a home and 

neighborhood, a town, or a planet, there are certain things 

that you want to do there. You want to get a lay of the 

land…you want to get to know the people that live there…that 

were there before you. You take the time and space to get to 

know them. You try to learn from them so you, yourself can 

know how to function and be in that space, so as not to upset 

the balance that was there before you came. This is 

especially true in physical planets and experiences. Maya is 

the ultimate teacher in that she literally lets you see in the 

“outside physical world” what is going on in your inside world. 

The path you have been on for the past 6-month has laid the 

foundation for you to become HUMAN…a Divine Human: 

one who knows how to manage their physical world 

because they have managed their inner world. This is not 

a one and done proposition. There will always be more 

dances and more adjustments to be made. But anchoring in 

this Wheel in ceremony has insured that you have that 

foundation. And now you have a tool that can gradually shift 

your consciousness when shift is necessary. There will be 

more StarMaiden dances made available to you both in this 

class, as well as after it is complete.



So now with a good solid foundation in the Earth energies, we move to 

the sky teachings and find reflections of what we have just learned from 

a different perspective…The Stars.

The personal astrology chart, gives us a snapshot of exactly what our 

soul had in mind for this lifetime.  It also gives us insight into what we 

were up to during our previous incarnations.  With that in mind, we will 

dive into the basics today, doing our best to remember what we have just 

grounded ourselves into..



I want you to remember that up to this point, all of our teachers have been EARTH 

TEACHERS, beings that live on this planet. That is for good reason. If we are 

visitors here from another dimension, it is important we learn how to live here from 

beings that already do. Taking your perspective of yourself at the level of your 

soul, and immediately connecting that essence to the Earth Mother, through 

ceremony in a Medicine Wheel, is a very effective way, to give you a perspective 

from this plane: the physical plane. We simply have to start here. This has to be 

our foundation. If it is not, then nothing we try to accomplish on this plane will 

create lasting change. We have to be IN ALIGNMENT with Her, first and foremost. 

I will be continually reminding you to check in with your totems and we go through 

this next phase to see how you can blend these energies, rather than keeping 

them separate



Honoring 
Shamanic 
Astrology

• http://shamanicastrology.com

http://cayelincastell.com/

As in previous classes with me, we will utilize the tool of Shamanic 

Astrology to understand our chart.

http://cayelincastell.com


I will be reminding you of your 
intimate crew:  your inner goddess 
and 7 other players that comprise 
what we like to call your CREATION 
TEAM.  Each of these planetary and 
archetypal influences play a 
significant role in your present 
lifetime and can offer insights into 
how to move forward in the most 
effective and efficient ways.  Working 
with them can help you make sense of 
your life and begin to make choices 
that work for you.  You may even 
begin to see the transformation that 
you just danced into being, mapped 
out in the stars.



Today we will be introducing all the 
players on the chart.  I will be 
reminding you that the energies that 
we are working with are dynamic.  
They have their own energies and 
they blend inside of us to create 
something that is unique for every 
person.  They are BIG energies.  And 
in the configuration of this wheel they 
literally form the Law of Attraction.  
This is very different than the wheel 
we have been dancing on.

Alchemy of Creation
Dynamic Energy



All of this is going to get you ready as we move 
from the Wheel that teaches us about the 
Earth to the Wheel that teaches us about the 
Stars.  Remember, the Earth wheel is about 
how to live on and learn from this planet. With 
the foundation of knowing how the energy 
operates on us from the Earth’s perspective, 
from being really grounded in that Earth 
process, we can layer in “how the planets 
impinge and influence us.”  Then we can work 
to see the big picture of our lives.  Remember 
the planetary map gives us an idea of what we 
wanted to CREATE when we got here!

The Akashic Record has given us the picture of 
our Soul.  The Divine Human Wheel has given 
us the perspective of the “physical field of 
energy we have been planted in.”  Now we are 
going to move to the map that gives us the 
outline of what we had planned specifically for 
this lifetime.  



Let’s Begin
Overview of Important Aspects

Elemental Realms/Archetypes          Players on Creation Team



Start Learning Symbols

Astrological Archetypes      Players on Creation Team
                                                                        Planets
                                                                          











Elemental Archetypes on Your 
Team





Earth Archetypes





Water Archetypes





Air Archetypes





Fire Archetypes



What Function 
They Have or

Position they 
Play on Your 

Team







Juli



Tabitha



Jamelle



Cynthia



Becca



Nataly



Creation Team Integration



















Integrate the Overview
Out of Your Head and Into Your Body



Gratitude
& 

Closure

Ground
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